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Abstract
The use of octonians extending quaternions for the quantum range is discussed. The complex cross ratios for color charges replace 

cross products for spin and quaternions.They are presented as an independent force.
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Introduction

Physics use vectorial presented coordinates for spaacetime, 
measured for space in meters as a real number and for time 
in seconds. Time is either linearly measured on a real line or 
circular as a periodic repeated rotation time. The second version 
introduces for wave presentations of energies the exponentional 
function exp(iφ), φ a complex polar angle. Instead of a real vector 
space with a Euclidean metric, the imagonary number i blows the 
real line as a spacial x-coordinate up to a complex number (z = x+ 
iy)-plane with orthogonal coordinates and the metrical distance 
zc(z) measure, c(z) the conjugate of z. This allows for waves that in 
exponential form Ψ = a∙exp(-iω(t – xv)) or Ψ = a∙exp((-2πi/h)(Et – 
xp)) electromagnetic interactions waves or matter waves can move 
on their world line in spacetime with momentum, having speed 
c or speed v<c. The wave-particle duality is generated. Energy 
systesm can show in experimental siturations either particle or 
wave character. Particles for the electromagnentic waves are field 
quantums, photons. They exist only in a time interval where one 
revolution about a circle is in time covered by a helix winding on a 
cylinder. The circle as transversal section through the cylinder has 
as universal cover the real line as helix line on the cylinder. The 
quantized spin windings n (a natural number) count the photons 
helix intervals.

Physics claims for gravity that gravitational waves are 
experimentally found by their stretching squeezing property. This 
is not a property the former exponential waves have. For gravity 
the author has another use of the exponential function.

In physics, quarks color charges are not seen as an indpendent 
force. The claim is that black holes have a Riemannian (real 
2-dimensional) complex sphere S2 as geometry, a Bohr shell. Its 
symmetry are the Moebius transformations with six cross products 
as invariants. They are as perspective projections the six color 
charges as field quantums of an independent color charge force. 
The Schwarzschild radius Rs of the black hole is responsible for 
the gravitational potential, measured as – c2Rs/2r. As first squared 
cosmic speed, it is normed to a potential u = Rs/2r. The variable u 
replaces an angle φ and the substitution φ → exp(iφ) is replaced 
by sin2 β = 2u →w = exp(iβ). In the complex plane S2 the measure 
is given by a projective computation or by setting wc(w) = cos2(β) 
+ sin2(β). If S2 is projected into a tangential plane with the cosine 
and sinus coordinates for points on a unit circle in this plane then 
projective to a point (a,b) = (cos u, sin u) corresponds its dual line 
av +bw = 0. For points incident with their dual line the metrical 
quadric is the former wc(w). Incidence (point, line) is preserved 
by cross ratios.

Between the kind of exp function and that for the Ψ waves is that 
Ψ waves are observable in spacetime by their cosine projection. 
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Imaginary parts are not observable. For exp(iβ) it is open for 
research how a projection into spacetime can have an associated 
differential equation (see the earthworm model in 13.). The ones 
for Ψ or exp(iβ) cannot be applied. The gravitational potenials 
(shell) exp substitution is not a complex angules substitution. 

For systems in spacetime which carry mass exp(iβ) means 
that the metric about a central system such as a sun Q is rescaled 
by using the black hole S2 metric part cos2(β). If a second mass 
carrying system P is rotating on a circular orbit about Q the time 
differential dt is nonlinear rescaled. This is computed in applying 
a time interval ∆t as frequency f = 1/∆t. In a relativistic transversal 
Doppler effect the frequency f of the system P at rest is rescaled to f 
= f’∙cos β as measured frequency f ’ for Q. The time differential of the 
Q metric is squeezed to cos β∙dt. Since dr∙dt is kept invariant dr is 
rescaled to dr/(cos β), β = Rs/r. Rs is in this case the Schwarzschild 
radius of Q.

Accordinag to special relativity, Minkowski metric applies for 
two systems which compare their measuring units. The former 
computation shows that the Schwarzschild metric ds2 = dr2/(cos 
β)2 - (cos β)2c2dt2 has to be used when two systems like P,Q are in 
gravitational interaction where P observes Q.

The cos2β = (r-Rs)/r factor is the Moebius transformation 
of the color charge magenta, having associated the rotational 
energy. The above coordinates for a black holes tangent plane 
are used for Q having its Bohr shell S2 for a similar tangent plane 
E. For E is generated a projective circle P1 by presenting lines 
through 0 by the intersecting points p, -p which are identified. P1 

has homogeneous coordinates [(r-Rs)/r,w] with [1,0] as point at 
infinity ∞. The cross ratio is newly parametrized for a projective 
linearization [(r-Rs),r,1]. This is an unsymmetrical distance 
measure for P,Q where P measures its distance to Q as |PQ| = r – Rs 
up to Schwarzschild radius of Q while Q measures its distance to P 
as |QP| = r. 

In a parametrical version, setting r = z as a spacial axis orthogonal 
to a x-coordinate line, in extended coordinates [-xRs,0,(r-Rs)] the 
matrix A with first row (-Rs 0 0), second row (0 0 0), third row (0 
-Rs 1) transforms the vector (x,1,r) into f(x,z) = [-xRs,0,(z-Rs)]. The 
projection used for this is from a point T = (0,0,Rs) down to the 
x-coordinate where a point S = (x,z) is down projected from T on a 
line containing T,S. For the parameter s holds f(S) = (sx,Rs+s(r-Rs)), 

s= -Rs/(z-Rs).The map f(S) = (-Rs/(z-Rs),0) is not linear, but can 
be, projective extended in coordinates, linearized, (x,z)→[x,z,1]. For 
computations this is useful since the matrix A is not as complicated 
as setting for instance pixels on a computers screen.

Compare this linearization with that of the strong interaction: 
inserting rows and columns with 0 values is used in QCD for 
extending weak interactions Pauli matrices to strong interactions 
GellMann matrices. The SU(3) geometry is a topological product of a 
3- with a 5-dimensional unit sphere S3xS5. The first three Gellmann 
matrices with a third row and column of 0 are projected down by 
an rgb-graviton the S3 part down to the Hopf map S3 as unit spherer 
in spacetime R4. The Hopf map projects (x,y,z,t) coordinates down 
to (x,y,z) space coordinates and S3 down to S2. The stereographic 
map projects S2 from the northpole ∞ down to the normed (x,y) 
tangential plane at the south pole. In coordinates, the norming is 
for z2 = x + iy, z1 = z + ict to [z2/z1,1] ≡ (x,y) for z1 ≠ 0 and ∞ as 
[1,0] for z1 = 0. The Hopf fiber bundle has another S5 fiber bundle 
with fiber S1 for the strong interaction as new projection onto a 
2-dimensional complex space CP2 with a bounding Bohr shell S2 for 
nucleons (see [3]). For the color charge S2 of a black hole no black 
hole fiber bundle is suggested (open for research).

The use of rescaling Minkowski to Schwarzschild metric can 
be repeated for Minkowki metric itself. Minkowski metric can 
be described by norming the Euclidean 4-dimensonal metric 
for time being imaginary. Again, their are two systems P,Q not in 
gravitational interaction. One is the observer, the other one the 
observed system. The sinus factor from above is replaced by a 
relative speed sin θ = v/c. Frequency is special relativistic normed 
for two (electromagentic) waves by f ’ = f∙cos θ as transversal 
(orthogonal, normal direction) Doppler effect. The cross ratios are 
applied for a longitutial Doppler effect. There are two cases when 
the observer approaches the other travelling wave f’ = f∙√cc(M) 
(first row of M (c v), second row (c -v), cross ratio cc (c+v)/(c-v)) 
or for its opposite motion f’ = f∙√cc(N) (first row of N (c -v), second 
row (c v), cross ratio (c-v)/(c+v)). 

The Minkowski watch is for the rescalings of length, time, (not 
as differentials) and mass, keeping the product of length, time 
constant l’t’ = lt. Length is contracted in figure 1. The orthogonal 
projection is for both cases Schwarzschild and Minkowski by the 
angular cosine multiplication or division of the measuring units. 
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Above the substitution φ → exp(iφ) was replaced by sin2 β = 2u →w 
= exp(iβ). For the Minkowski case the replacement is sin θ = v/c 
→exp(iθ). In a geometrical figure the angle is showing in reduced 
coordinates as parallel planes for the observers coordinates, 
leaning against the planes of the other system. The role of observer 
can be interchanged.

Figure 1: M watch for special relativistic rescaling’s of units, 
mass as E = mc2 is increased.

Figure 2: θ leaning coordinate systems for an observer and an 
observed system.

The Lorentz transformations describe the (x,t) coordinate 
rescalings. For the metric in use it means that a Morse function for 
3-dimensional space coordinates changes the metric, in diagonal 
form [1,1,1,-1] space is Euclidean measured and time scaled to ct 
gets a negative sign. The projective conic quadric is obtained by 
points incident with their hyperplane in the radial form as r2 – c2t2 
= 0 or as x2 + y2 + z2 – c2t2 = 0.

For electromagnetic waves the speed is c, a constant, in case 
no other medium act or insteract with them. The superposition of 
waves as travelling wave packages requires Minkowski metric and 
relativistic Mwatch scalings for the case of matter waves. 

A wave description for gravitational waves can be searched 
in physics publications. For nulceons and atomic kernels field 
quantums as rgb-gravitons are postulated. As cross ratios the color 
charged maps are composed as g green as z/(z-1), r red as 1/z to 
the rotational cross ratio magenta c(g) as (z-1)/z. The rgb-graviton 
is a spin-like orthogonal octonian triple 126 of coordinates e1,e2, e6 

in an octonian subspace 2356, adding 1 for 12356 as (projective) 
subspace. 2356 is the above mentioned complex 2-dimensional 
projective space CP2. The rgb-gravitons act for a dynamical discrete 
change of nucleon states. The description is found in other articles 
and books of the author. Here is mentioned that it includes it as 
presentation of the quark triangle symmetry D3. The symmetry 
S4 has this as factor group or subgroup and belongs to a rgb-
graviton tetrahedron configuration with symmetry S4. Cross ratios 
are obtained by permuting four elements, for instance the three 
reference points 0,1,∞ and the complex variable z. The reference 
points can be other numbers and for them the construction of a 
Moebius transformation (az+b)/(cz+d), ad -bc ≠ 0, is found in 
books on projective geometry. Gravity is using projective geometry, 
perspective, central and orthogonal projections. This makes the 
difference to the standard model of physics where these projections 
and geometries are not used. Color charges are an independent 
force, not only a property of quarks.

Quaternions and octonians

The quantum mechanical behaviour of spin as eigenrotation 
of a physical system has since experiments in the early past 
century a mathematical description through the noncommutative 
multiplication of spin matrices σj, j = 1,2,3. In the associated 
quaternionic i,j,k generators the multiplication in index numbers 
permutations is 321, 231, 132 where the first number is a cross 
product vector (matrix), measuring the area spanned by the other 
two vectors.

The octonians are obtained by the Cayley-Dickson construction 
from quaternions and contain seven such cross products (Figure 
3).

The quaternions are treated in physics as xyzt-coordinates 
for xyz-space and time t. In the MINT-Wigris theory the octonian 
coordinates are enumerated by indices 0,1,2,...,7. 1234 as subspace 
is quaternionic xyzt. The new coordinates 56 are an Einstein 
projective plane 56 for mass m and frequency f with homogeneous 
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coordinates [m,f,w] and the Einstein equation mc² = hf. The linear 
R coordinate 7 is rolled to a helix on a cylinder above a U(1) circle 
for the electromagnetic interaction EMI. It quantizes through full 
rotations on U(1) the helix through natural numbers n for photons 
energy. They are stored as energy in a time interval only for full 
contour windings. In mathematics this means that a complex 
contour integration about poles needs a closed contour in the 
residual integrations of functions having poles.

The octonian coordinate 0 has in physis no use (Figure 3). 
MINT-Wigris attributes it to a color charge CC force. It is not using 
quaternions nor Pauli matrix multiplication. The doubling of 
quaternions to octonians is due to the Cayley-Dickson constuction.

Figure 3: Fano memo for spin-like octonion subspace triples 
123 space, spin, 145 electromagnetism EM, 167 EMI, 236 heat, 

257 mass, 347 rotation, 356 SI strong interaction rotor.

Gravitons as color charge whirls 

In the MINT-Wigris theory rgb-gravitons are a superposition 
of three color charges red r, green g, blue b. Color charges and 
the neutral rgb-graviton color charge have been experimentally 
measured. The color charge triple suggests a new spin-like octonian 
subbase triple 126 where 3 for the third quaternionic Pauli matrix 
is replaced by the octonian 6 frequency coordinate. 

The geometry comes from Lissajous figures. Two frequencies 
along the x,y axes hit orthogonal and their frequency proportions 
in integer values n:m determine the shape of the Lissjous figure. 
The geometry is not a vector but a closed curve which can have 
poles inside the curve. 

For the case 1:1 the curve is a circle or ellipse and the measure of 
an area is the area inside the circle. In contrary to the quaternions 
multiplication measures with the length sz of the cross product σ3 

vector the area of the other spin j = 2,1 length coordinates sy,x. A 
rectangular measure has no relation to a circular area measure. 
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There are impossibilities, proved in mathematics which physics 
has to respect. Recall, that for Lissajous figures the parametric use 
of xy-coordinates is x = a∙sin(φ+π), y = b∙sin φ. For harmonic waves 
φ is substituted by ωt, t time, ω = 2πf. 

The frequency proportions have been used for an exact 
algorithm of B. Kaup [9] describing a vibrating string.The Heegard 
decomposition brezels are illustrated by the nodes of Lissjous like 
figures. 

For a quark bracelet a 3 nodes figure is obtained by identifying 
the endpoins of three cosine vibrations available in a nucleon 
between three quark barycenters with color charges r,g,b.

The SI rotor dynamics shows this by its six states. The bracelet 
is normal to the triangle area. The triangle sides are vibrating like 
a violins strings, a harmonic osillation. The proportions of hitting 
are 1:3. For quarks it is 1:2 and for a pinched torus 1:1. This is the 
projective closure of a cylinder where it is closed by one point 
at infinity. Its critical point on the manifold has vanishing first 
derivatives of its function, no tangent plane to the pinched torus 
exists at this point. Other critical structures for manifolds are 
discussed in catastrophe theory as folds, cusps, umbilics,... They use 
beside variables parameters for functional descriptions. They arise 
also in central or other projection maps in projective geometry.

Musical interpreted rgb-gravitons as superposition of 
three color charges use a geometrical progression for its whirl 
frequencies arn, n a natural number. The three color charge nodes 
on the string present the cross ratios by the basic spin length ½:1:2 
as numbers for their polynomial MTs with z =2. In differences they 
have the same frequency, but as geometrical progression they 
divide a string for an octave in 2 parts, for the fourth octave in four 
parts. The three quark color charges are an overtone series with 
three members, called rgb-graviton. 

The SI strong interaction 126 octonian triple for gravity field 
quantums Γ has second meaning as SI GellMann matrices λ1,2,3 
replacing color charges. Γ projects them down to the Pauli matrices 
σ1,2,3.

Γ Is a measuring spin-like base triple of a Gleason operator. 
This superposition of matrices uses the cross product and belongs 
like gluons as superposition of two (or six) color charges to the D3 
symmetry of the nucleon triangle. 

The SU(3) is topological a product S3 x S5 of a Hopf S3 sphere 
with a 5-dimensional unit sphere. The first factor has the SU(2) 
Hopf fiber bundle geometry with fiber S1, a circle and maps S3 onto 
S2. The second factor has a fiber bundle for S5 with fiber S1 and 
projects it down to a projective complex 2-dimensional space CP2. 
Its bounding sphere S2 exists as a volumes surface for a nucleon in 
xyz-space. The inner part of the S2 volume is 4-dimensional, not 
3-dimensional. As octonian subspace 2356 can be used for it. This 
choice of coordinates means for 23 the complex z = x +iy coordinates, 
6 for inner dynamical frequencies and 5 for the nucleons mass. The 
color charge distribution is in octonians 123456 for rgc(g)c(b)c(r)
b, c(u) the conjugate of u = r,g,b. 

Figure 4

Figure 4 tetrahedron as a chemistry configuration for a nucleon; 
an EM quaternionic dipole; a spacetime Fano-like diagram for 
4-dimensional extended triples 123 r, 236 g, 356 b where rgb-
gravitons 126 containing the triangle vertices as additional 1267 
interval block have to exist Γ as 126 spin-like triple is for a nucleons 
volume located in vectorial xyz-coordinate form as vectors r on +x, 
g on +y and blue on -z. The tetrahedron with the vectors endpoints 
as base quark triangle sets the three quarks barycenters at r,g,b. In 
a video pulsation is shown that a spiralic contraction, expansion 
of the nucleons quark triangle area occurs for the overtone series 
proportions.

From figure 4 can be concluded that Γ has a 2-dimensional 
r,g,b color charge presentation for three rgb color charges and as 
triangle symmetry D3 while for the quaternionic case occur two 
poles for orientations cw clockwise or mpo counterclockwise 
(-1,+1) signed charge rotations on a circle. Physics shows this case 
for neutral leptons helicity, but the EM charged leptons have the 
same geometry. The electrons charge is presented as a point on the 
equatorial or latitude circle, rotating cw or mpo for positrons, the 
measuring frames 145, 123 for EM and spin are in 1 superposition 
such the in the gyromagnetic relation the sign between the directed 
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magnetic momentum and spin vectors is used. In a lattice subspace 
notation the 123, 145 intervals in the Fano memo have 1 as a 
common point. In catastrophes examples this show up as a cusp 
catastrophe potential (Figure 6).

Figure 5

Figure 5 helicity for spin s and momentum p = mv (neutral 
leptons); at right an inverse Hopf map geometry shows the EM 
charge rotating on a leaning circle on the torus about the torus 
rotation axis A; the geometry is drawn field-like with the tori 
locations on different Bohe radii retrated to the central core, 
a circle for a mass m charge; magnetic momentum is in linear 
superposition with spin; the angle angular momentum Heisenberg 
uncertainty HU requires that they are rotating about A.

The rotating vector from the planet to the sun covers in equal 
time intervals equal areas. This is a GR Γ action, not bound to 
quaternions. As Zeeman machine the cusps are drawn on paper in 
four parts by stretching or squeezing an elastic string attached on 
a jumping wheel when the surface curves in the control space are 
reached. For a planet it means that its speed reaches the first cosmic 
speed of the sun for free fall, rotating when its speed increases to 
the second cosmic speed v2. For larger speeds v ≥ v2 it can escape 
from the sun.

For Bohr radii of electrons in atoms the main quantm numbers 
allow electrons to emit photon frequencies as waves. The Coulomb 
force is set equal to the centrifugal force. The Γ proportions1:2:4 
can be interpreted as quark orbital radii like the Bohr radii for 
electrons. The SI rotor shows in the pulsation that color charges 
can escape from nucleons as accoustic frequencies, for Γ in a 
superposition as overtone series with three members. In retraction 
after three changes of states Γ can be emitted, in expansion after 
three state changes a Γ is absorbed.

These are the maximum, minimum potential surfaces of a cusp. 
The middle surface of a cusp potential is for rotation of quarks. 
The gluon exchange between two quarks is persented by a cone 
rotation. The tip of the cone is either red or green and the axis is a 
barycentrical coordinate of the nucleon triangle. It is a D3 reflection. 
At the barycenter Higgs sets a mass scalar at their intersection 
where quarks masses contribute only about 10 percent. The large 
mass of a nucleon acts for these rotations like a sun and paired 
quarks are like planets, rotating on a circle. In a dihedral view, the 
circle has two poles. The symmetry of order 4 is the Klein group 
Z2 x Z2.

Figure 6

Figure 6 cusp surface with three potential surface parts, 
minimum, maximum and inflection point curved in a transversal cut 
for a third surface in between; in the control space of parameters, 
sudden changes occur on the cusp curves drawn; its equation 4a3 

– 27b2 = 0 is observed as the third Kepler law with b = T revolution 
time of a planet, a = main half diameter of the ellipse with the scaled 
T2/a3 proportion 4π2 /Gm, G gravitational constant, m mass of the 
sun; at right pulsation of the quark triangle area in perspective and 
top view; the spiralic view has twice the smaller triangles vertices 
as midpoints of the larger one; the SI rotor dynamics uses this.

Comparing the tetrahedron configuration for nucleons with 
the triangle configuration for quarks, the Γ action is a factoring of 
the tetrahedron symmetry S4 to the triangle symmetry D3 by the 
normal Klein group (Figure 11).

For the accoustic release of Γ is quoted the neutron stars Γ wave 
emition. This is for radial collapses of a star. The duality is between 
whirls and waves, not as usual between particles and waves. Whirls 
and waves use the div, rot operators dually. 
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The complex cross ratio for color charges

It is clear that a Pauli matrix multiplication is not suitable for the 
former Γ cross ratio presentation. The inner nucleon dynamics has 
to use third roots of unity z3 – 1 = 0 and in half sixth roots of unity z6 
– 1 = 0. For the EM two pole case it was for roots of the polynomial 
z2 – 1 = 0 or imaginary numbers included of z4 – 1 = 0. The EM 
case has also a sixth roots of unity use for tis six signed charges of 
quarks, leptons and weak bosons. The G-compass shows six states 
of the needle for them. In rotation like a planets revolution it sets on 
the compass circle the EM scalars in exponential function notation 
as exp(iπ/3). For color charges the rotating vector between two 
adjacent vector states sets on the segment in between a color 
charge. If presented as whirl, the segment is cut out and its radial 
sides are glued together for a periodic repeated revolution about 
the cones bounding circle. 

Figure 7: G-compass, magnetic field quantums.

The CC whirls are the replacement of magnetic fiels quantum 
whirls in the EM case. The CC can have superpositions like wave 
packages. In another model from catastrophe theory, the 6 roll mill 
has the CC as rolls for an inner nucleon (quarkgluon) flow in a flat 
transversal section. The rolls u,c(u) are driven by three motors, for 
u = r as POT (a unified EM and GR potential), for u = g a SI force, 
for u = b a WI force. GR, SI have the same speed, the speed of WI is 
differently. 

Figure 8

Figure 8 6 roll mill with an inner quarkgluon flow driven by 
three motors; 4 roll mill: the SI rotor stops, color charges are not 
interacting with leptons or the weak interaction; 2 roll mill for 
quarks: only the POT motor works, WI stops; quarks are drawn 
with two poles for their EM electrical and GR mass charges, at right 
with inner equipoential, hyperbolic curves drawn about the poles, 
often interpreted as a flow.

In the WI weak interactions Heegard decompositions the 2,4 
or 6 poles are presented as surfaces of brezels with genus 2,4,6- 
Nucleons have a brezel of genus 3. Two such brezels are linked on 
their surface inside a Hopf S3 sphere.

The color charge geometry cannot be like the SU(2), SU(3) 
geometries for Lie algebras. It is 2-dimensional while the others are 
3 S3 or 4 and 8 S3 x S5 dimensional. Fiber bundles are not suitable 
for color charges. The Riemannian complex sphere S2 geometry 
fits to the spheres using the Noether theorem. Its Moebius 
transformations MT have six cross ratios as invariants. They are 
perspective projections and can present the six color charges as 
field quantum whirls. These projections map four collinear points 
on a transversal line through rays coming from an upper center in 
figure 9 onto another transversal line, keeping the cross ratio of the 
four points invariant. If the tetrahedron configuration for Γ is used, 
one point is the variable z ans the other three reference points 
0,1,∞ of the cross ratio are permuted. In pairs they are presented 
as complex MT fractions (az+b)/(cz+d), ad-bc ≠ 0: z, 1/z, (1-z), 1/
(1.z), z/(z-1).(z-1)/z.

Figure 9: Heegard decompositions for genus 1 tori and genus 
2 quark brezels; a torus genus 1 WI Heegard decay; homology 

brezels.

The reference points in the table factoring has factor classes 
containg four permutations. One is for a color charge, attached is an 
octonian coordinate, an energy and its measure as an eigenvalure 
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of a D3 symmetry, permuting three color chargee r,g,b. An old table 
from 1988 is quoted where he octonian numbers line 1 6 4 2 5 3 
has to be changed to 1 2 3 4 6 5 (Figure 11).

The nucleon tetrahedron symmetry S4 is factored by its normal 
CPT Klein subgroup Z2 x Z2 for D3.

Other finite symmetries

It may be useful to have a look at subgroups of S4. Beside the 
Klein group, D3 is a subgroup. A deuteron model has two nucleon 
tertahedons joined at the rgb-gravitons tips as a center B (Figure 
10). The two triangles are in projection through a plane (parallel 
to the triangles) containing B the sixth roots of unity as points 
on a G-compass circle. In complex numbers they are +,- signed 
third roots of unity 1,- p2,p1,-1,p2, -p1. In the MINT-Wigris theory 
the pulsation for the quark triangle shows the negative valued as 
midpoints on the large triangle sides of the cubic roots. The signs 
can be for the second factor of the group Z3 x Z2 which is isomorphic 
to Z6, the group generated ba the G-compass matrix with first row 
(1 -1), second row (1 0). written as cross ratio it is (z - 1)/z. Instead 
of quaternion generators i,j,k for space coordinates in form of 
xi + yj +zk, the third roots can serve for space generators as x + 
yp1 + zp2. The conjugate is x + yp2 + zp1. The Euclidean metric is 
in both cases given by the quadric r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. In fusion, two 
protons are joined at B. Since at left in figure 10 the two triangles 
are parallel located, at one vertex two u quarks are above one 
another. This initiates one u quark to decay to a d quark, release 
a positron and a neutrino which both are emitted and the upper 
tetrahedron turns to the figure at right. Since now the quark pairs 
on one space coordinate, a weak isospin exchange occurs such that 
the proton is the upper tetrahedron and the neutron the lower. This 
is repeated in a cyle. They form a Cooper pair, kept when atomic 
kernels are biuld from such pairs. The center B can be split into 
two tetrahedron tips whose distance cannot become very large, 
otherwise nuclear decay occurs. The third roots of unity for space 
generators replace for the G-compass i,j.k which have no G matix of 
order 6. Quaternions are of order 4. 

The tetrahedron S4 has a cyclic subgroup Z4 for them. For 
instance signed values 1, i are vertices of a quadrangle. Written as 
permutations of four elements (ab), (cd), (ab)(cd), (a,b) = (1,-1), 
(cd) = (i,-i) and identity are the Z4 members. The two reflections 
use base matrices as rows, vectors (0 i), (-i 0) for the Pauli matrix 

σ2 and for σ3 the base vectors (1 0) as first row, (0 -1) as second row. 
The product of these matrices of order 2 is for σ1 with first row (0 
-i), second row (-i 0). The matrix use of complex numbers includes 
time ct as identity matrix and is scaled for z1 = ct +iz, z2 = x +iy to 
the matrix with first row (z1 z2) and second row (-c(z2) c(z1)), c(u) 
the conjugate of u.

This calculus was set in quantum mechanics because spins 
behaviour is best described by quaternions. Not used in physics is 
the Z4 member (12)(34). If wanted, geometrically is drawn for this 
case a rectangular strip of paper and 1, 2 (also 3, 4) as oriented 
sides are twisted glued together ti a Moebius strip. Gluing the 
two strips together give a Klein bottle as 2-dimensional surface. 
In a 4-dimensional spacetime drawn it has no self-intersections. A 
Moebius strip can serve for spin which in rotation about the centeral 
circle changes its normal up, down direction to the nonorientable 
strip. What a Klein bottle can do for physics is open for research.

The list of S4 subgroups has in addition S3 and a derived 
quaternion group from Z4 an id group, S4 itself, A4, Z2 x Z2, Z2, D4. The 
use of Z2 is in examples described above. The Klein group of order 
4 is for the CPT operators of physics, presented by the members 
(1,0), (0,1), (1,1). D4 of order 8 has no use in physics. MINT-Wigris 
has listed a magnetic symmetry group for it without an application 
mentioned. As a 8 roll mill it can be technically constructed, similar 
to the 2-, 4-, 6- roll mills from catastrophe theory. These cooroll 
pairs are driven for 2 by the potential POT motor which unifies 
gravity/mass potential with electromagnetic potential, as function 
-b/r, r radius, b a scalar. For the case 4 is added a weak WI motor 
which drives magnetic force and kinetic energy, for 6 is added a 
strong SI driver for rolls as heat and rotational energy. If this 
interpretation of mills is continued, a fourth force has in octonians 
CC plus EMI to drive the remaining two coordinates, rolled up. EMI, 
the elcetromagnetic interaction has U(1) a circle as geometry. CC as 
force is postualted for color charges as an independent force. QCD 
uses the CC as properties of (anti-)quarks. Above the cross ratios 
and the Riemannian S2 geometry with Moebius transformations 
and D3 invariants as symmetryfor the CC is described. The use 
of a 8 roll mill is left open for research. Octonians are needed for 
measuring 8 basic forces [1,2,4-8,10-13].
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Figure 10: Fusion, at left two protons, at right an upper neutron 
and lower proton; Klein bootle below.

Conclusion

An attempt to unify quaternions with an octonian view for 
gravity is impossible. The geometries are different and all listed 
other items for color charges and rgb-gravitons. Invariants like 
Γ are not presented by Pauli matrices for field quantums like 
weak bosons nor for GellMann matrices SI gluons. Cross ratios 
as Γ weights are not cross products or dimensional extended 
Pauli matrices. The geometrical unification is through the use of 
the Noether theorem for color charges. Models are available in 
the Emmy Noether museum (Figure 10) for color charges as an 
independent force. Γ is in one presentaion a spin-like measuring 
base for an SI Gleason operator. As weights it carries not numbers 
like a mass scalar or spin length. It carries the nucleons neutral color 
charge of r,g,b charged quarks. They are presented as eigenvectors 
of three cross ratio matrices. This cannot be described by a Noether 
theorem geometry for gravity. Gravity has mass as energy. Mass 
can be transformed frequency from mc2 = hf. Mass can be special 
relativistic speed v rescaled. For quark triples in nucleons it means 
that the nucleon mass has to be rescaled with an optical computed 
Minkowski speed v. With this speed v<c the nucleon matter system 
can move with its momentum p = mv in spacetime as environment. 

For gravity as field, the porential of its field quantums Γ uses cusp 
catastrophes, experimentally shown by the Zeeman machine. 
Paramatrizations guide catastrophes potential functions. There are 
seven Thom catastrophes to be used, not only the cusp.

Figure 11

The geometries are different. Critical Morse points on manifolds 
like a pinched torus for the Minkowski cone, closed at projective 
infinity by a circle, give for this metric a quadric in diagonal form 
as diag[1,1,1,-1] for xyz-space 1 and imaginary time as -1. They 
are not sufficient for gravity. The Zeeman cusps need critical 
surfaces for potentials. This is not a Noether theorem geometry. It 
adds parameters to variables for functional descriptions. Critical 
manifolds are the derivatives of potentials variables and have with 
the parameters a control space as shown for the cusp potential. 

Models beside the Zeeman machine are shown in the Emmy 
Noether Memorial museum. Form catastrophe theory the Heegard 
decompositions of the Hopf sphere show surface manifolds as 
brezels of genus n used for instance a n roll mills. The rolls are 
driven by forces as motors. In figure 9 the genus 1 torus presents 
color charges or U(1) circles as homology generator. It cannot be 
retracted to a point. Genus 2 presents quarks having an electrical 
charge and a mass pole (two homology generators). It is driven by 
a unified EM + GR potential POT (Kaluza-Klein theory, Heisenberg 
uncertainty HU 15). Genus 3 presents nucleons. Genus 4 presents 
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a 4 roll mill and has POT and WI as driving motors (four homology 
generators). The weak motor WI has magnetic energy and 
momentum unified to a force (Heisenberg uncertainty HU 46). It 
is observable forleptons where EM charges leptons use the Fano 
triple 145 with 4 as magnetic momentum. For neutral leptons 4 
is replaces by 6 as momentum (and 1 by 3 in 145 → 365); both 
cases are in superposition with 123 spin. The strong SI motor 
unifies heat 246 as force with angular momentum as rotational 
force (Heisenberg uncertainty HU 23) 347 (6 is substituted by 7). 
The genus 6 has these three POT, SI, WI motors driving a 6 roll mill 
(six homology generators) from catastrophe theory. From n roll 
mill computations is reported that already for an 8 roll mill the 
computations become too complicated. An 8 roll mill could exist for 
tthe magnetic symmetry. The mathematically gluing of polynomial 
sides to these surfaces is by pairing sides to be glued together 
for a homology generator. Also nonorientable surfaces like the 
projective plane can be glued.

Figure 12: Heegard decompositions are repeated figure for 
genus (1,2,3,) 4,6; homology generators of brezel surfaces; 

magnetic symmetry.
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